Homemade tractor

VTT Tandem Trailer. The information contained in the article has been gleaned from brochures,
web articles and price lists. Loaders, Backhoes for garden tractors, log splitters. Sample
pictures and videos of those. Cub cadet loader. They are not mine and neither is the tractor. My
Dad had something similar, and I may be getting it back soon. I know it has 4 wheels, but I was
told there was never a factory 4 wheeler so it started out as a two wheeler. I loved that old
engine. I always wanted to get the tractor out and ride it, but it was har First I'd like to thank
Brad for inviting me to this new site, I am enjoying it. And looking forward to meeting new
friends. A lot of this has to do with I picked it up at a consignment auction. Its got a Wisconsin
engine bagged Montgomery wards. It has a three speed transmission and a car rear axle. I
believe the front axle is from a crosley car. The clutch system is very simple. Its just and over
center belt. It has a hand clutch lever. The tool box is a burlap sack. John Deere with Johnson
Loader, Doesn't get any nicer than this! On my '52 8N sidemount. While I have the engine out, I
need to replace the center pivot pin. It is very floppy and the bushing in the front has split.
Yamaha Yard Tractors. Mechanical Design. John Deere Garden Tractors. Lego Tractor. Vintage
Tractors. Antique Tractors. This Storey Basics title offers exactly what you need to know to
keep your small farm's equipment in good working order. Long-time farmers Steve and Ann
Larkin Hansen cover everything from tractors an. First I'd like to thank Brad for inviting me to
this new site, I am enjoying it. And looking forward to meeting new friends. Hi everyone, I'm new
here and I've been looking through the site and found a lot of interesting homemade FELs. If
you have pictures or are making one J'avais des photos d'un engin Italien qui ressemblait. Hi
guys. I'm finaly on vacation. Been a while since I did a project but thinking of building a mini
dozer. I've seen the MagnaTrac and that's about the size I want. Looking for a used one but the
darn things just aren't around. So a guy near me has one somebody started. They used the
rubber track and under carriage with hydraulic motor drives on both sides for the track drive,
came from either a mini excavator or trenching machine. Then welded up a small bulldozer
frame to the top, adding a nice loader attachment with. Originally Posted by Vyacheslav Nevolya
My tractor now looks like this. He is in me is not ready to be done on the brakes and electric
attachments. Small Tractors Old Tractors. Yard Tractors. Garden Tractor Attachments Atv
Attachments. Wooden Wine Bottle Holder. Small Tractors Compact Tractors. Kubota Lawn
Tractors. Antique Tractors. Diy Projects Design Metal Projects. Are you wondering how to build
homemade tractors? Here are some basic tips, ideas and steps which you may want to take
note of. There are many uses for tractors on the farm and on the home front. The only problem
is that they are quite expensive and financially out of reach for many. Click here for more pages
and articles on Vehicles. Useful Resources Because of this, a large number of people are
looking into building their own tractors, and it is not as difficult as some people may think.
There are many workable plans on the internet for home made tractors, and most are built from
scrap steel and parts found at the local salvage yard. You will need to possess some type of
mechanical ability, or know someone who does, because this is not your typical weekend
project. The major advantage of homemade tractors, aside from the monetary savings, is the
ability to customize it to a specific purpose. The frame, the first consideration when building
your tractor, can be an appropriate old car or truck chassis salvaged from the junkyard. Be sure
that it is solid and rust free and will suit your needs. It can be a single unit, or the front of one
frame attached and welded to the rear of a something different. The engine that you install
depends largely on what you intend to use your homemade tractor for. Assuming that you do
not need your tractor to do 80 MPH down the highway, any engine in the 10 to 20 horsepower
HP range should be sufficient. These can be new or salvaged from such things as lawn mowers,
go karts or old cars. The transmission will also have to be salvaged from the junkyard and
fashioned to meet your needs. For homemade tractors, a suspension system is optional and will
depend on the terrain on which you plan to work. Brakes, any hydraulic systems and the
various parts such as fenders and steering wheels can be found at salvage yards or online
through sites like Craig's List or eBay. Once you have built the tractor, you are ready for any of
the finishing touches you opt for. Hey, you have come this far, so do not skimp now - lavishly
apply paint and decals to personalize your creation. Also, during construction, try to fashion
your homemade tractor so that you will be able to utilize store bought attachments from your
local tractor supply or Sears' outlet. Building your own homemade tractors can be a very
satisfying project. Many people have been successful the information is out there , but it can be
a daunting project if you are not prepared. Once you have taken on the task, however, and
crafted your machinery masterpiece, you will undoubtedly and with pride tool around the yard
in your new tractor as your neighbors admire your handiwork. Do YOU have in mind some great
ideas and tips for how to make a homemade tractor? Share and write about these tips and
pointers for making home made tractors here! Close Help. Entering your story is easy to do.
Just type! Your story will appear on a Web page exactly the way you enter it here. You can wrap

a word in square brackets to make it appear bold. For example [my story] would show as my
story on the Web page containing your story. TIP: Since most people scan Web pages, include
your best thoughts in your first paragraph. Do you have a picture to add? Click the button and
find it on your computer. Then select it. Click here to upload more images optional. Your Name.
Your Location. You can preview and edit on the next page. Tweet New! Comments Have your
say about what you just read. Leave a comment in the box below. Get a health-promoting or
eco-friendly gift for someone special. Thousands of choices available. Tweet Follow this site.
Site Search Home Page. Latest Site Updates. Anniversary Ideas. Baby Shower Ideas. Baptism
Ideas. Birthday Ideas. Christmas Ideas. Easter Ideas. Family Love Ideas. Gift Ideas. Graduation
Ideas. Halloween Ideas. Holiday Ideas. New Year Ideas. Party Ideas. Romantic Ideas. Teacher
Ideas. Thanksgiving Ideas. Valentine's Day Ideas. Wedding Ideas. Animals and Pets.
Fundraising Ideas. Garden Ideas. Homemade Solutions. Personal Care, Beauty, Health. Pest
Control. Admin Links About Us. Privacy Policy. Subscribe Newsletter. Contact Us. Site Search.
This website's content must not be reproduced or republished without express permission.
Useful Resources. Upload Pictures or Graphics optional [? Click here to see the rest of the form
and complete your submission. Close Help Entering your story is easy to do. Close Help Do you
have a picture to add? Site Search The information provided on this website is to be taken as
suggestions or educational material and not to be considered professional advice. We suggest
that you consult a qualified professional to get any assistance or advice you may need. All
Rights Reserved. Anybody who has been out on a tractor removing snow during a blizzard or
when the wind is blowing wishes they had a cab on their tractor. Not even one of those fancy
manufacturer cabs eitherâ€”just anything! Cabs are great in the summer, but for frequent winter
operators, it becomes more of a safety feature and in some climates, a necessity. Factory cabs
are great, and manufacturers keeps stepping up their game when it comes to the features and
comfort level of cabs found on compact tractors. But if your budget is tight, an aftermarket
option is a good route to go. If your budget is REALLY tight and you want to put a cab together
on your own, you might want to check out what some of our members have come up with.
Granted, not all of these cabs are low budget, but they are all home-made, which we think is
pretty great. Hopefully this will provide some inspiration for your next project. I liked it very
much, I own two tractors. They both are craftsman tractors, one is a 17HP used for mulching the
grass in the summer. This is the tractor I want to put a cab on, if I can find a cab kit to install, or
plans so, I can build one for it. I am a three time Vietnam Veteran, from the regular Navy. When I
use my 27HP, for snow removable, I just about freeze to death, when the wind blows the snow
back on me. This disease I have is tiring me out. Thank you for your company. Hi David C.
Thanks for sharing so openly about your blood disease. I really admire you for your honesty.
Though your body may be sick, I sense a healthy attitude toward your situation. I find it
interesting that you are thinking about dying and getting a cab for your tractor in the same
breath. So why in the world am I looking at an article about tractor cabs? Well I guess it reminds
me of growing up pushing snow on a Sears tractor in Ohio. But much more importantly it
brought me to your comment and the opportunity to pray to the designer of each snow flake
and blood cell on your behalf. Hang in there friend. David, check out Sears for an enclosure if
you are looking for an inexpensive solution. If you want hard sides, prices go up quick. Sorry to
hear about your illness and I hope that you are afforded plenty of time to enjoy a few seasons in
a cabbed tractor. I built my own cab and am happy with the results, butâ€¦ I found it very noisy. I
finally broke down and bought a Bose Quiet Comfort headphone. They helped a lot. Those cabs
can really heat up but this one may be excessive. In North Carolina this would be tolerable in
the winter, but certainly not the summer! Great job to all who have worked hard to build their
hard cabs. So much better inside if you plow or blow snow. Soft cabs are good too. Anything to
keep that bitter snow off yourself. Let it snow. Your e-mail address will not be published. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. TractorByNet is
a registered trademark. Privacy Policy Terms of Use. Social media Share this article. By TBN
December 26, Related Articles The 8 Rules of Snowblowing 19 Dec Love Your Loader? Avoid
These 13 Mistakes 61 Previous 1 of 18 Next. Better Than OEM? Write a comment 17 Comments.
Roy wright December 24, Your Comments I want to no more about the cab for tractor ant the
tractor. Roy wright December 24, were your tractor built at? David C. Sanborn December 27, I
liked it very much, I own two tractors. Dave December 27, I have a JD with back home. I would
like info on aftermarket cabs. Thank you. Lakeside Nursery October 31, Should have included
mine! Grinderman October 31, Could you build a cab for a prowler artic cat. View comments
Write a comment. Click here to cancel reply. This may take a second or two. Built his own he
did! Whitaker began the construction of his machine by sliding the back end of a Model T truck
frame into the front of a Dodge truck frame the two cutoff sectionsâ€”which overlap about two
feetâ€”were then bolted and welded together. The wheelbase of the new chassis was kept as

short as possible so the finished tractor would have a very tight turning radius. Furthermore, by
starting with the front half of the Dodge frame the way he did, Bill was able to use its front axle,
accompanying wheels, and steering gear "as is" merely by tacking on a sectional steering shaft
outfitted with universal joints taken from a Gale "chopper. A husky, two-speed rear axle from a
GMC truck is rigidly attached to the rear of the tractor's chassis, and 28" tractor tire wheels
have been welded to the truck rims mounted on the axle. And the six-cylinder powerplant is
connected to that burly GMC rear axle through two four-speed truck transmissions it took two
to step the gearing down enough for the pulling contests that the tractor has won. The first
transmissionâ€”taken from a Chevrolet truckâ€”is attached directly to the engine's bell housing
and the secondâ€”scavenged from an old Dodgeâ€”is mounted on a removable crossmember
that is bolted to brackets welded to the tractor's chassis. Power is transferred from the first
gearbox to the second by two universal joints which have been welded together. Yet another
universalâ€”a single oneâ€”connects the Dodge transmission's tail shaft to the GMC rear axle.
Whitaker's machine boasts separate brakes on its rear wheels just like a real tractor! Two
Chevrolet master cylindersâ€”actuated by suspended pedalsâ€”provide the braking pressure.
Although the bare machine tips the scales at 4, pounds, Bill quickly discovered that that wasn't
enough weight to keep its wheels from spinning once the of Chevy was really snortin'. So he
added pounds of weights and now reports that his tractor will "go almost anywhere". There
have been a few, but nothing major. Whitaker's tractor, for instance, has rather poor
acceleration when both transmissions are in high, and the engine used to run so slowly at such
times that it tended to overheat. Bill solved the second inconvenience by taking off the Chevy
engine's original fan and putting on a seven-bladed Chrysler unit in its place. And just how
often do you want to drive a tractor 60 miles an hour anyway? When doing field work,
Whitaker's homemade brute is usually run with its front gear box in "second" and its rear
transmission in "third". Winning pulling contests, drawing wagons, skidding logs, raking hay,
pushing a snowplow: You name it and Bill Whitaker's do-it-yourself tractor does it. And I'm
wondering if that gives you any ideas? Only in Garrattsville. Guys were building doodlebugs in
G-ville 50 years ago. That takes nerves of steel. Have fun. You'll find tips for slashing heating
bills, growing fresh, natural produce at home, and more. That's why we want you to save money
and trees by subscribing through our earth-friendly automatic renewal savings plan. Bill
Whitaker's Homemade Tractor Here's how one man scavenged parts from several old vehicles
to build an inexpensive homemade tractor. Bill Whitaker assembled his homemade tractor from
five trucks â€” two for the frame and three for the engine, transmissions, and axels. Bill
Whitaker seated at the wheel of his tractor. A universal joint transfers power from the first
transmission to the second. Tractor tire. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Related
Content. The Organically Clean Home. Add to cart. Buddha House. Grow A Little Fruit Tree. This
text can be changed. Join Today! Already a Member? Sign in with your online account. Already
a Member but don't have an online account? This text can be changed Register Today!
Gardening, logging, lawn care, and snowplowing all add up to big bucks, unless you build
MOTHER's do-it-yourself mini-tractor. See the detailed mini-tractor diagrams in the image
gallery. Home gardening is presently enjoying a steady increase in popularity. And we suspect
that as the economy worsens, and as greater numbers of people begin to take a discriminating
look at the often questionably safe methods and materials used in the production of
commercially grown fruits and vegetables, the practice of raising-your-own will become even
more widespread. Naturally, if this backyard boom continues, more and more folksâ€”green
thumbs and greenhorns alikeâ€”will be searching for ways to ease their gardening chores. And,
of course, the past few years of inflation have taken their toll within the outdoor
power-equipment industry. Now don't get us wrong. In fact, the newest workhorses generally
sport features and improvements that allow their operators to handle everyday plowing, tilling,
and mowing chores with even less effort than was required, using similar machines, just a few
years ago. Unfortunately, the hard truth is that simple economics may prevent many
peopleâ€”especially those just starting out with a newly acquired parcel of landâ€”from taking
advantage of the industry's latest offerings. There is an alternative, however. If you [1] feel
comfortable fabricating metal goods, [2] own or have access to the equipment necessary to
make the parts for such an undertaking a cutting torch, an arc welder, a metal grinder, and a
large-chuck power drill are a few of the major tools you'll need, to start with , and [3] are
prepared to spend a good bit of time planning and assembling an admittedly involved project.
Interestingly enough, our whole tractor project resulted from a need that had to be filled. When
research staffer Clarence Goosen purchased a small spread with the intention of settling on it,
he found himselfâ€”like many folks in the same situationâ€”caught between his desire to get
the land into production which would require the help of a small tractor that he didn't have and
the financial pressure that usually accompanies the acquisition of property. Well, Clarence's

solution was obvious: By making his own compact tractor, the handyman decidedâ€”using
salvaged auto parts, a small air-cooled engine, an assortment of sheet metal and steel stock,
and some off-the-shelf componentsâ€”he'd be able to have a machine that'd be self-designed to
suit his needs perfectly, and still wind up paying only a fraction of the going retail price. Now
you may well wonder why he didn't simply buy a used tractor at a reasonable price. Additionally
Clarence figured , a workhorse made from a collection of readily available components would
have the decided advantage of being easy and inexpensive to repair. For example, one of the
key parts of Goosen's mini-tractor is a Volkswagen beetle transaxle. The machine was built
around two main components: the VW transaxle mentioned before. Information about the
Kohler powerplant is available from the Kohler Co. Look in the Yellow Pages under
"Engines-Gasoline. Both of these fundamentals proved to be excellent choices, too. The
transaxle is low in cost, serviceable, and compact. However, should you decide to alter either of
these components perhaps because you already have a powerplant or a conventional
differential drive on hand , you'll find that even though the body parts will most likely have to be
redesigned, the basic chassis will work without modifications it may require some minor
"stretching", though. Because of space limitations, we can't provide step-by-step details on
every aspect of the tractor's construction that'd likely take up a goodly hunk of this issue , but
we can give you a pretty fair idea of how it was put together. The steering system is
straightforward and designed to last indefinitely if given proper maintenance. Rather than use
spindle bushingsâ€”as some manufacturers of economy-priced tractors doâ€”we chose to
utilize tapered roller bearings for additional reliability and smoother performance. The drag link
is of a similar design and fastens directly to the pitman arm of a standard Volkswagen steering
assembly. Suggestion: If you're able to buy a wrecked, junked, or engineless VW beetle for a
reasonable price, the car willâ€”assuming its running and steering gear are in good
shapeâ€”probably provide you with many of the parts you'll need for this project at a lower cost
than the same items would set you back if bought separately. Moving to the rear end of the
tractor-to-be, we made some modifications to the VW transaxle to allow it to rest comfortably on
the frame rails. Since the world's most popular car has undergone a few changes in its
multi-decade life span, your junker might not have exactly the same dimensions or gear ratios
as did ours. To strengthen the individual axle shafts, we cut a 5 inch length of pipe having about
the same diameter as the axles for each one, then split both pieces lengthwise. By hammering
the halves over the axles' curved surfaces at the weld joints to shape the pipe , then welding
each half-collar separately to the joints, to the shaft material on either side of them, and to its
other half, you'll have two tubular reinforcing collars. In keeping with its projected use as a real
working garden tractor, Goosen's brainchild features fairly large agricultural-style wheels and
tires all around. The front rubber is 16 by 6. To equip the rear, we had to combine two different
manufacturers' rims. Each wheel comprises the center portion of a VW rim and the outer ring of
an 8. Since, in their original form, all the wheels were riveted at their joints, it was a simple
matter to grind and punch out the fasteners, weld the centers of the VW components to the
outer portion of the truck wheels, and fill the rivet holes in the rims' inner faces. Because the
Volkswagen transmission is geared for travel at highway speeds, rather than for agricultural
purposes, we had to step down the ratio in the drive between the engine and the transaxle
assembly to 8. To accomplish this, we used a series of toothed-belt pulleys connected to 1 inch
jackshafts riding in supported bearings. The final drive is a chain-and-sprocket arrangement,
and fastens to the clutch input shaft. Note: The toothed-belt Gilmer drives that we used are
reliableâ€”but expensiveâ€”components. It's possible to substitute conventional sprockets and
chains for those parts, but be aware that the engine crankshaft may spin at an RPM rate greater
than that recommended for some chains. Since the inchcrank inch was originally mated with the
clutch and, of course, we did not use the VW powerplant , we had to have a machinist make an
adapter coupling and thread it with a 28mm, 1. We also had him cut keyways into the power
shafts to accept the pulleys and sprockets. Thus far, we've described the bare-bones tractor
and running gear. In our next issue, we'll detail the fabrication of the fuel tank and the
sheet-metal parts and show you a design for a manual bending brake that costs far less than a
commercial model. So take a good look at the photos and illustrations in the image gallery that
accompany this article, and keep an eye open for bargain buys on small engines and
Volkswagen components. EDITOR'S NOTE: Since space limitations prevent a detailed
description of every phase of this project's construction, MOTHER's research staffers are in the
process of putting togetherâ€”for those of you who might want more details than the essentials
that appear in the magazineâ€”step-by-step, illustrated plans for our tractor. To order your set
visit our Mother Earth News store. For anyone who might not feel up to tackling a project of this
magnitude but is considering the purchase of a working garden tractor, we've compiled the
following list of manufacturers. Ideally, you should contact your local dealer for specifics. Are

the writers on break? Seriously outdated article! Poor parts suggestions, even poorer design
suggestions! Why is Mother Earth rehashing these old, old articles? Come up with more
sensible and newer ideas! One can find much better ideas for this project online. YouTube is a
much better source!! You'll find tips for slashing heating bills, growing fresh, natural produce at
home, and more. That's why we want you to save money and trees by subscribing through our
earth-friendly automatic renewal savings plan. Diagram: Front axle assembly for mini-tractor.
Diagram: Drive system for mini-tractor. Diagram: Rear support beam for mini-tractor. The
sheet-metal hood tilts forward for easy refueling and maintenance. Continue Reading. Share
your thoughts. Brian Edmond. More Comments. Related Content. The Organically Clean Home.
Add to cart. Buddha House. Grow A Little Fruit Tree. This text can be changed. Join Today!
Already a Member? Sign in with your online account. Already a Member but don't have an
online account? This text can be changed Register Today! Here's the third and final installment
in our series on farm equipment featuring build-it-yourself homemade tractor accessories. See
the detailed tractor accessory diagrams in the image gallery. That installment, plus the second
feature in NO. We knew, however, that some folks might want more than a simple workhorse
with which to tackle the assorted tasks that invariably crop up around the house or farmstead.
So we went ahead and added three "big tractor" goodies to our pint-sized pony. This set of
mechanical aids a Category 0 three-point hitch, its hydraulic lift, and a power takeoff system
make the mini-tractor compatible with any number of attachments currently available for small
machines. With these additions, of course, the tractor is more versatile. As anyone familiar with
farm equipment knows, a three-point hitch consists of a framework, fastened to the tractor
chassis, which supports two sets of parallel pivoting arms. The lower pairâ€”which actually
hold the implement being pulledâ€”are moved up and down by adjustable connecting rods that
are attached to the upper arms. The rod is joined to a control arm that governs the lift of the
whole assembly through the use of a hydraulic cylinder. The third part of the "three-pointer" is
simply a top link another adjustable connecting rod that fastens between a bracket on the
tractor and the implement, and serves to keep that piece of equipment level to the ground. A
hydraulic system is probably the ideal means of providing the force necessary to lift the hitch
and its load. We chose to purchase ours in the form of a bolt-on kit from the Engineering
Products Company Dept. Furthermore, a manually operated double-lever setup could replace
the costly hydraulics if a less expensive three-point hitch were required. Our tractor's hydraulic
system comprises four separate components, plus the necessary hoses. We mounted the 1. A
V-belt, which connects the pump to a 3 inch pulley on the engine crankshaft, completes the fluid
drive system. The control valve is a four-way, double-acting unit with pressure relief in the
center "float" position. Though we mounted this assembly on top of the right fender, a
south-paw might want to switch it to the left side for convenience. The final component is the
fluid reservoir, which we mounted out of the way beneath the seat panel. You will, of course,
have to install hoses to complete the setup. If you've purchased the Power King lift kit, you'll
note that one of the lines will have to be shortened. The other will need to be replaced, since it's
not long enough. If you're working out your own system, though, just calculate the necessary
lengths and have your local tractor or equipment dealer make up the hoses for you. Of course, if
you don't plan to use PTO-driven implements, this mechanical power system isn't necessary.
You'll also need to arrange for a machinist to cut keyways in both the PTO shaft and the drive
shaft. Because the PTO drive is taken off the tractor's secondary power shaft, that nearly
4-foot-long steel rod must be reinforced with a flange bearing that can be mounted to the
chassis's center crossmember. In like fashion, the power takeoff shaft is fastened to the rear
support and to an gauge, 1 inch by 3 inch by 17 inch section of rectangular tubular steel that's
welded below the center support. When purchasing the PTO sprockets and chain, remember to
size them according to your implement's needs. A driving-to-driven gear ratio will yield a PTO
shaft speed of RPM at approximately 3, engine revolutions per minute the secondary power
shaft would then be turning at RPM. Furthermore, the whole power takeoff system could be
improved by adding an electromagnetic clutch between the PTO sprocket and its shaft. This
feature would allow the operator to disengage the implement drive when it's not needed. As you
might imagine, considering the versatility of the beast, our mini-tractor has seen almost daily
use since it's been assembled. Researcher Clarence Goosen designed the machine to withstand
the punishment and abuse it would face in the work-a-day world, andâ€”as a result of his
intentional "over-building" of the chassis and its componentsâ€”the motorized mule has proved
more than adequate, even here in western North Carolina's mountainous terrain. In fact, the
worst fault that's shown up so far is the belts' occasional tendency to slip while the tractor is
climbing hills under load in high gear. Adding belt-tightening idler wheels would be another
solution. And speaking of gearing, some readers have questioned us about our tractor's top
speed. Well, it'll do about 3 MPH, which is roughly equivalent to a comfortable walk. If you

should want to pick up the pace a bit while still maintaining a reasonably low "stump pulling"
first gear , you could easily change either chain sprocket on the final secondary power shaft to
transmission drive to convert the present ratio to a taller , obtaining a 5-MPH top end. Two other
observations may also help those who'd like to do some experimental cobbling on their own
versions of MOM's mini. First, a belly mower, rather than a trailing bush-hog type, should fit
comfortably beneath the tractor if the rear axle housings are mounted to the bottom, instead of
the top, of the frame rails. A V-belt taken off the power shaftâ€”and directed with the help of
idler pulleysâ€”could be used to drive the cutter. What's more, the mechanical brake controls
originally used in a VW beetle to engage the rear shoes in emergencies can be rigged up to
create individual right- and left-rear-wheel brakes for the tractor. That, then, just about wraps up
our report on this project. But remember, we have been busy building implements and such for
our "baby" as we've needed them note the blade in the accompanying color photo. To order
your set visit our Mother Earth News store. You'll find tips for slashing heating bills, growing
fresh, natural produce at home, and more. That's why we want you to save money and trees by
subscribing through our earth-friendly automatic renewal savings plan. Diagram: Tractor
three-point hitch. Diagram: Tractor hydraulic system. Continue Reading. The Power Takeoff Of
course, if you don't plan to use PTO-driven implements, this mechanical power system isn't
necessary. Share your thoughts. Related Content. The Organically Clean Home. Add to cart.
Buddha House. Grow A Little Fruit Tree. This text can be changed. Join Today! Already a
Member? Sign in with your online account. Already a Member but don't have an online account?
This text can be changed Register Today! Probably the most common farmer-created implement
in the early move from simple horse power to mechanical motive power was the homemade
tractor. The variety of such offerings was almost mind-boggling, but there was one common
denominator: Farmers needed money to buy them. Most farms were small. Although they
provided the essentials of life for the farm family, few generated a substantial amount of cash.
For a farmer to obtain a new tractor, money had to change hands. That problem was addressed
in a couple of ways. Some companies provided a cheaper alternative by selling kits used to
convert cars and trucks into tractors. The most common conversion involved Model T Fords
since they were almost ubiquitous nationwide. Some method of providing lower gearing was
incorporated so the marginally powered engines could actually accomplish farm fieldwork.
Farmers who built their own homemade tractors found an even more economical option. Any
old motorized vehicle was a candidate for conversion; any mechanical components available
were utilized. Out-of-pocket costs were nil. Since every farmer-created tractor was different,
only a few accurate observations apply to all of them. Heavy-duty rear axles were generally
salvaged from trucks. In those days, trucks had axle ratios like car ratios were more commonly
Those lower gears were supplemented by using two transmissions. The first transmission could
be put in first gear, which meant that first gear in the second transmission was multiplied three
or four times. That provided enough power to pull agricultural implements. Cleated steel wheels
partially made up for that handicap. When the power-to-traction equation was adequate, another
problem raised its ugly head. The mechanical components utilized were rarely strong enough
for the heavy work asked of them. Burned-out clutches, disintegrated transmissions and broken
axles were common. In spite of the drawbacks of homemade tractors, thousands toiled
successfully on the farms of America and helped make horse-powered agriculture a thing of the
past. Few of those ancient homemade tractors are still in use on a regular basis. I have one that
is. During the Great Depression it was converted into a tractor. Although the actual metal
modification is quite crude â€” some of it was forged and some welded with an early arc welder
â€” the creativity it exhibits is phenomenal. Both front and rear springs were eliminated so the
front has a simple center pivot and the rear axle is bolted directly to the frame. The wheelbase
was shortened. The rear axle is original but connected to two Model A transmissions. The
mechanical brakes still work on the front wheels. Because the skinny Model A tires were hard to
get and had poor traction, newer inch rims and tires were fitted. That increased traction, but not
enough to suit the builder, so he created his own way of mounting dual rear wheels.
Unfortunately the Model A pickup axle was insufficiently strong so broken axles happened all
too often. We have owned the Chili Dipper 43 years, and during that time we have utilized only
single rear wheels. We think of tractors being used to pull things. But they can do many other
jobs, and the builder of the Chili Dipper wanted it to do almost everything. He built a scraper
that fit on the rear that pivoted right and left as the need arose. Another rear attachment is a
rather crude scoop that can be loaded by backing up into a dirt or gravel pile. When the
operator arrives at the point the material is needed, a trip allows the scoop to dump its contents.
The spring that makes the trip work originally attached a bed mattress support to a metal bed
frame. Both of those attachments were raised and lowered by a novel cable mechanism that
took its power off of a pulley welded between the two transmissions. After the war,

modifications were made in an unusual manner. Because the builder lived next to the county
road and bridge shop, he had his pick of castoff materials. Over time and at little or no personal
expense, he salvaged various hydraulic components that had been retired from the county fleet.
The little homemade tractor has one other feature that I added many years ago. Anyone who
deals with heavy objects needs some way to pick them up. It was built out of an old car frame.
The cable that does the lifting is powered by a Model A starter motor. When activated by a foot
switch, the motor runs and, via a Hotpoint washing machine V-belt, turns the input shaft of an
old car transmission. Shifting the transmission into either low or reverse the other gears have
been removed determines the direction the cable moves. The cable is taken up on a homemade
winch made from an old car steering box. Although the whole mechanism takes a lot of juice
out of the 6-volt battery and the cable moves slowly, it will lift almost any heavy object. The Chili
Dipper has been in our possession for almost half a century. It is so useful that it is utilized for
one project or another many times every year. All four of our sons and I have spent hours and
hours using it to doze snow, haul and level dirt and gravel, replace automobile engines and
move vehicles around in the yard. It even made it possible for my then 6-year-old son and me to
build a major addition to our log house. He could activate the electric winch while I located the
logs in the proper place. The rafters were put up with it as well. A retired high school history
teacher, Clell Ballard has worked on farms since he was in grade school. Currently they swath,
rake and big bale 1, acres of dry land hay each summer. He also is a dealer of World War II-era
military vehicles and parts. Contact him at and bear in mind the time difference with Mountain
Standard Time or by email at cballard northrim. Farm Collector is a monthly magazine focusing
on antique tractors and all kinds of antique farm equipment. If it's old and from the farm, we're
interested in it! The Doodlebug: A Homemade Tractor Built-from-scratch homemade tractor, or
doodlebug, keeps on ticking. The Chili Dipper is especially handy at smoothing dirt roads in the
spring. Piles of dirt can be leveled with the front blade. The scoop on the back holds about five
wheelbarrow loads and can be loaded and unloaded easily. Author Clell Ballard and his then
6-year-old son beginning a log house building project with the Chili Dipper. Clell was able to
accurately position heavy logs as his son activated the electric winch motor. The Chili Dipper
also came in handy hoisting log rafters up to the roof level. The power supply for the rear hoist
that consists of a Model A starter motor, Hotpoint washing machine belt, old car transmission
and a winch created from an old car steering box. The affordable option Farmers who built their
own homemade tractors found an even more economical option. Continue Reading. The Chili
Dipper Few of those ancient homemade tractors are still in use on a regular basis. Multi-tasking
machine We think of tractors being used to pull things. Homemade tractor pulling its weight The
little homemade tractor has one other feature that I added many years ago. Share your
thoughts. Related Content. Add to cart. Wendel's Notebook, E-Book. Traveling Back to Let
There Be Light on the Farm! Everything Comes to He Who Waits. Industrial Designers
Transform Tractor Industry. This text can be changed. Join Today! Already a Member? Sign in
with your online account. Already a Member but don't have an online account? This text can be
changed Register Today! He and my mom were expecting their first children my twin brothers,
Jerry and Jim. My folks were farming for a living, and needed a farm tractor. Dad was a bit of a
mechanical genius, so he decided to build a tractor from scratch. His uncle, Homer Haymaker,
had a welding shop, and he agreed to do the welding on the project. The engine came from a
Chevy with a 3-speed transmission going into a 4-speed transmission going into a truck rear
end. The inch truck tires were replaced by inch tractor tires on the rear and inch car tires on
six-hole spoke rims on the front. The front tires almost touched at the bottom; this would aid in
steering. For ballast on the rear, Dad took burlap bags and laid them over the angle iron
drawbar that stretched across the width of the rear end and part of the frame to make a bottom
form over the differential. Then he mixed concrete and poured it down onto the differential and
laid bricks and rocks to form a block. This was the weight for traction, but it also served as a
seat for us boys for many years. With two transmissions, the tractor had a wide range of
speeds. It would go slow enough to pull a tomato setter also made by Dad. On those occasions,
the tractor had to go very slow as two people sat near the ground and placed plants as it
traveled along, making holes and filling them with water and tomato sets. The tractor could also
travel very fast. My brother Jim remembers Dad telling him of running 55 mph once, before
shutting it down a bit for fear of the rear tires coming apart. My brother Jerry tells about coming
home with Dad on the tractor from the elevator at Paris, Ill. Jerry remembers how long it took
the truck to pass them as Dad decided to have a little fun and speed up to about 50 mph. Dad
had a thing for speed. Dad used the Katydid for many things over the next 17 years before
retiring it in I believe he wore out three engines in it. By that time, he had more tractors and
bigger ones, and was worried that one of us boys might get hurt on it, because of its capacity
for speed. Over the years we robbed parts off it. Before he gave up possession of the land, he

hitched on to the remains of the Katydid, cut a tree out of the middle of it and drug it to a piece
of ground he still owned. Later, after he passed away, I cleaned up the area. I rented a backhoe,
took a week of vacation and started scrapping. My nephew and cousin hauled stuff away and I
spent a week loading and burning and sorting. The Katydid lay in a pile at my place, untouched,
for 10 years. With this project haunting me all that time, I dug her out and got to work. Since Dad
used her to haul grain to the elevator, a license plate was required, so I got on eBay and found
and plates to signify her first and last years of service. The plate is small; during the war years
they were trying to save metal, so license plates were scaled down. Dad once told me that for
three years, the Katydid was the only tractor on the farm. One year he plowed 70 acres with her
alone. He also used her to power a stationary hay baler. The Katydid got a lot of use and did a
lot of work and was a pretty amazing piece of machinery for the time. Today I live near Tipton,
Ind. This summer I plan to load up the Katydid and take her back to her old stomping grounds
for a ride. For more information: Larry F. Farm Collector is a monthly magazine focusing on
antique tractors and all kinds of antique farm equipment. If it's old and from the farm, we're
interested in it! Toward the end I enlisted my brother Jerry to help wire the ignition and
alternator, and we fired her up and backed her out of the shop. Dad drove her for the first time
67 years ago, and 50 years ago he drove her for the last time. Restoration of the homemade
tractor has been a fun challenge. From left to right: My grandpa Morton on the Avery Wards
Twin-Row , Nell hitched to the wagonload of seed with me at the reins, along with my cousin
Glenda and Grandma, as well as my dog, Tippy. Jerry and Grandpa worked the ground and
Grandma and I dumped soybeans in a tub, then sprinkled water and inoculator on them and
stirred until they looked somewhat black. This was one of the few photos of the Katydid at work
and served as a resource in restoration. Not a promising start: The Katydid lay in a scrap pile
for 40 years before I rescued her â€” and then sat for another 10 years before I began
restoration. This photo was taken Nov. Homemade tractor Dad was a bit of a mechanical genius,
so he decided to build a tractor from scratch. A need for speed With two transmissions, the
tractor had a wide range of speeds. Continue Reading. Seventeen years of service Dad used the
Katydid for many things over the next 17 years before retiring it in Proud relic The Katydid lay in
a pile at my place, untouched, for 10 years. Share your thoughts. Related Content. Add to cart.
Wendel's Notebook, E-Book. Traveling Back to Let There Be Light on the Farm! Everything
Comes to He Who Waits. Industrial Designers Transform Tractor Industry. This text can be
changed. Join Today! Already a Member? Sign in with your online account. Already a Member
but don't have an online account? This text can be changed Register Today! I want a tractor that
goes 60 mph like this one! Something from the comments â€” Link. Our website
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